Northeastern University is committed to cultivating talent and promoting the full inclusion of excellence. This workshop is designed to serve those who are members of groups whose representation in faculty positions is smaller than their representation in the U.S. population. This includes women, racial and ethnic minorities, persons with disabilities, first-generation students, and members of the LGBTQ+ community.

**New England Future Faculty Workshop 2023**

**August 2nd and 3rd, 2023**

A virtual two-day conference for postdoctoral fellows and advanced graduate students interested in faculty careers in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM), Health Sciences (HS), and Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH).

**Apply by Monday, June 12, 2023**

Northeastern University is committed to cultivating talent and promoting the full inclusion of excellence. This workshop is designed to serve those who are members of groups whose representation in faculty positions is smaller than their representation in the U.S. population. This includes women, racial and ethnic minorities, persons with disabilities, first-generation students, and members of the LGBTQ+ community.

**Topics:**

**Day 1**
- Find your institutional fit
- Craft your research, teaching, and diversity statements
- Make your CV stand out

**Day 2**
- Unmask the hidden curriculum
- Master time management
- Hone your interview and negotiation skills
- Design a first year quick start plan

**Organized by** Northeastern University, Harvard Medical School, Boston University, and Bay Path University

For more information, contact northeasternadvance@northeastern.edu